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A rainy spring week in Paris is
the perfect time to eat boeuf
bourguignon, but it isn’t the
best time to shop for it. Trudg-

ing home in a May downpour with a kilo
of beef in my handbag, holding an um-
brella over a paper bag of potatoes and
carrots, two thyme bunches bristling in-
to my cheek, I was ready to give up, and I
hadn’t even started yet.

Going to the butcher had been intimi-
dating enough. My very posh neighbour-
hood butcher, La Boucherie Le
Bourdonnec, is owned by the very fa-
mous Yves-Marie Le Bourdonnec; this
outpost is run by one of the few women
butchers I’ve ever met, Marie-Flore.

Boeuf bourguignon, that sacred cow of
French cuisine, is a complex stew of beef
and Burgundy (Bourgogne) wine that us-
es braising meats like beef cheek or pale-
ron. Le Bourdonnec was out of beef cheek
but Marie-Flore offered the (rather more
expensive) basse-côte, from the forequar-
ter. “I find it’s better for boeuf bourguig-
non anyway,” she said. “For slow-cooking,
it gives fat and flavour to the stew.”

I try to agree with anyone who is wield-
ing a big knife, so I acquiesced, and asked
for small pieces. “They’ll cook too fast,”
said Marie-Flore ominously. But she
carved me a big hunk of basse-côte,
trimmed away the sinew and the fat, and
wrapped it up. I put the paper parcel in
my handbag to protect it from the rain,
much to her amusement.

Buying the beef turned
out to be the simple
bit. Herbs, car-
rots, mush-

rooms and wine were all easy to find, but
I had spent a full day looking for pearl on-
ions, the kind every classic recipe de-
mands. “Des oignons grelots?” I had asked
everywhere, including two supermar-
kets, a farmers’ market and a conve-
nience store, before tracking down these
mythical tiny white onions in the condi-
ments aisle at Picard, a fro-
zen foods chain.

At home, I considered
several recipes. An inveter-
ate recipe-adapter, I have
the same attitude to reci-
pes as to diets: I ignore the
instructions I don’t like. I
eliminated Yves Camde-
borde, because his list of
ingredients (chocolate, or-
ange zest, nutmeg, ginger)
was too long. Julia Child
was rejected for asking me
to take the dish in and out
of the oven too many times. And Anthony
Bourdain and Jamie Oliver were disquali-
fied; only a Frenchman would do. Michel
Roux Jr’s instructions were precise and
clear, but, feeling that perhaps a half-
French-half-English chef wasn’t Gallic
enough, I hedged my bets on Alain Du-
casse, despite the fact that he had defect-
ed to Monaco back in 2008. Two
half-Frenchmen are better than none, as
the saying goes.

Roux is empathic about not marinat-
ing the meat for fear of a

“gamey taste”, but I like
marinades, so I turn-
ed to Ducasse
(“Don’t choose a

good wine, because
it’ll reduce so much

you won’t taste its
quality”). I poured a

2013 Bourgogne
Passetoutgrains
over my herbs,
wine and diced
onions, and put
it all to bed.

The next
morning, I over-

slept, but I rea-
soned that this

could only be good
for the marinade. Not

so good for the people

invited to dine, though; I estimated that
lunch would be ready at about 3:30pm.
Undaunted, I began to brown the beef,
and then strained and simmered the
herb-infused wine, picking scraggly
thyme branches out of it while saying
“Ow!” ineffectually. Then I browned on-
ions and garlic, made beef stock and, ig-

noring Roux’s instructions
about brandy and a cast-iron
pot, neither of which I own,
decanted everything into a
covered terracotta dish, and
put it in the oven.

Two hours is a long time
to wait for lunch. Interested
parties wandered in and out
of the kitchen “just to
check”, retreating when con-
fronted with a threatening
oven mitt. Meanwhile, Du-
casse and Roux instructed
me to slow-fry the bacon for

eight minutes, then braise the onions in
part of the bourguignon sauce, sauté the
mushrooms, and boil and butter the car-
rots, all separately. “Then incorporate ev-
erything into the casserole and let it cook
for a further 30 minutes,” said Ducasse,
obviously a man of infinite patience.

My stomach wasn’t going to stand for
all this; I just sautéed everything in a pan
with butter and took the casserole out of
the oven. But not so fast: Roux insisted I
remove the liquid, and strain and reduce
it, while simultaneously reheating the
meat on the stove. I did, but I couldn’t
bring myself to strain something twice
in one day, so I just skimmed off the fat
from the wine, boiled and thickened it to
a sauce, poured it over the meat and veg-
gies, and simmered everything together.

Thirty hours after I had first started,
lunch was ready. Rain sputtered down
outside, but my kitchen was warm and it
smelt like wine and bread and thyme.
The boeuf bourguignon was perfect: a love-
ly brown-dark stew, flecked with parsley
and thyme and bay leaves, the meat ten-
der and juicy inside, the carrots and the
pearl onions like the first hints of spring
among the stew, worth the three-hour
wait. And there was just enough left over
to prevent anyone having to brave the
rain the next day.

naintara maya oberoi is a food writer based
in Paris t@naintaramaya

Stew good to be true
Thirty hours after I had first started, the boeuf bourguignon, that sacred cow of
French cuisine, a complex stew of beef and Burgundy wine, was finally ready
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That all eyes would be trained on the
forecourt of the Rashtrapati Bhavan

last week was a given. That all eyes would
rest on its overladen tables was not.
Fiercely guarded — almost as fiercely as
the list of cabinet ministers — the menu
for the swearing-in ceremony (once re-
vealed) was picked at for crucial culinary
cues. Was it the benign platter of diversi-
ty it ought to have been? Or had the Guja-
ratis finally given the finger to those that
dared call their kadhi sweet? Was the
omission of biryani a brazen bazooka to
bilateral ties? Or had a certain Ms Omita
Paul pulled a shorshe-chingri coup to say,
‘Boss, the boss is in the house’?

Whatever the takeaways may’ve been,
it was clear that like the good old Amby,
soggy samosas and onion pakoras were
retiring at last from public life. Khaman
dhokla was king now (although, if San-
jaya Baru is to be believed, it had long in-
filtrated the PMO’s stolid, diabetic ranks).

History, however, has been unkind to
most prime ministers and heads of
states. In a capital city where it’s hard to
turn a corner without eating (or smell-
ing) butter chicken and kebabs, the lat-
ter’s weak digestive systems have rarely
allowed for celebratory concessions. Of
the last few residents of Raisina Hill, most
were unadventurous and vegetarian. KR
Narayanan’s cocktail idlis and vadas, for
instance, seemed infinitely more glamor-
ous when compared with Kalam’s curd
rice and lunch of fruits. Mrs Patil may
have added some spice at long last, bring-
ing in mirchi vadas from a shop outside
the Bhavan. But she rarely breached the
achari fish tikka’s Scoville ratings after
the Obamas came and went to town.

And even if one were to discount the
severity of mashed raw veggies and urine
for the last Gujarati PM, many before and
after him have stuck to what the doctor
ordered (austerity was once a virtue in
politics). From Lal Bahadur Shastri’s one
frugal meal a day (he cooked it himself on
trips abroad) to the diet of Dianol tablets
that kept Narasimha Rao’s sugar levels in
check, food was business, never pleasure.
The only exceptions: the Gandhis (known
to have meaty, Kashmiri proclivities and a
love for salmon sandwiches) and AB Vaj-
payee, a man with a taste for Scotch, Luck-
nowi kebabs and Chinese.

Chef Marut Sikka, who was invited to
cater at the Agra Summit in 2001 for Vaj-
payee and Pervez Musharraf, recalls, for
instance, that “the only sheet of paper
signed that summer was the menu card;
a copy of which is still with me”.

soity banerjee

Soft power Dhokla’s capital caper nagara gopal
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The Ambassador is no more. The car
that carried the powerful has drift-
ed quietly down the road. It has
been on ventilator for long with re-

current talk of its possible revival. The nation’s
‘official’ car actually died the day a Maruti-
driving Manmohan Singh became our finance
minister and brought to our plodding econo-
my the agility of a hatchback. Decades later,
when Hindustan Motors finally decided to
consign the Nehruvian relic to the vault of his-
tory, the nation witnessed another rite of pas-
sage: The swearing-in of the Modi sarkar.
Narendra Modi promises to drive our econo-
my with the brute force of an SUV. Clearly, New
India was no country for the old car.

Yet, so central is the Ambassador to our tryst
with technology, our bureaucratic inertia, our
VIP culture, our licence-permit raj and our ve-
nal politics that its history can well be the
ghost history of our nation.

The Ambassador wasn’t just another coloni-
al derivative, even though its design was bor-
rowed from the British car Morris Oxford III. It
was far sturdier and thus ideal for Indian
roads. It was the symbol of India’s industrial
and technological self-sufficiency. When its

production started in the late ’50s, no one had
imagined that this mascot of Indian industry
would drive into an evolutionary cul-de-sac.
For decades, it had little new to offer. The car
that was supposed to revolutionise our sense
of time and space turned out to be an example
of status quo. No wonder then that it became
such a favourite of our calcified bu-
reaucracy and corrupt politicians.

The Ambassador so eloquently ex-
pressed how people perceived gov-
ernment and how government
perceived itself, that it became the
only unauthorised symbol of the In-
dian state. The Ambassador without
a neta or a babu inside lost half its
brand value, while a neta or a babu
in any other car was sure to plunge
into an identity crisis.

The Ambassador appealed to the
pre-liberalisation Indian aesthetic when be-
ing plump and heavy was not all that undesir-
able in a starving nation dependent on
foreign aid. Thin, emaciated looks and the
weight-loss tamasha are cultural tropes of the
post-liberalisation generation which has big-
ger salaries and more ways to spend them. The

inequities were so pervasive that for many be-
ing plump was almost a guilty privilege. The
ample Ambassador seemed to have the well-
fed looks of a corrupt politician. Corpulent
and white, it was the mechanical double of the
roly-poly, khadi-clad neta in his conspiratorial
black glasses. It was slow and deliberate, like

the neta who could not be
rushed or the babu with his red
tape who would take his own
sweet time. Its dignified poise
on the potholed roads signified
someone who was regally aloof
from ground reality. Its grave,
bulging exteriors announced
the authority of its esteemed
passenger. With its tinted glass-
es, curtained windows and spot-
less white colour, it had the
mystique of sarkari power: It

was a moving parlour where the high and
mighty played their secret games.

Just as the vehicle of a Hindu god is part of
its overall connotation, the Ambassador too
was part of the iconography of the corrupt ne-
ta. The self-enclosed, smug abundance of the
vehicle of this new god signified his occupa-

The mount of the mai-baap sarkar
The Ambassador was a perfect symbol of bureaucracy in the pre-liberalised Indian State,
where neither speed nor acceleration were desired virtues 

Papa di gaddi A neta or babu in a car
other than the Ambassador was sure to
suffer from an identity crisis 
afp/douglas e curran
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BJP – 282+ : CO2 – 400+

As April slips into May, the daytime
temperatures in our part of Madhya
Pradesh are not very conducive to
tourism, so we shut shop and wait

for the cooler months. It is however, a glorious
arboreal month: the number of trees that are
in flower and in the flush of wonderful fresh
greens or stunning crimsons of new leaf must
be the highest at this time. We delighted in
this eye feast as we drove to Delhi early in May.
It was marriage season too so we passed an in-
ordinate number of bullock carts, tractor-
trailers, small trucks and roof-laden buses
piled high with dowries (mattresses, furni-
ture, refrigerators, steel cupboards, etc) trav-
elling to homes of the newly marrieds. But
even more than this, we shared the road with
innumerable trucks weighed down with the
recently harvested wheat crop. Many new go-
downs have sprung up (some still being con-
structed), and in front of them all were long
lines of trucks and trailers waiting to offload
their produce. MP is expecting another bum-
per harvest in spite of unseasonable rain in
some areas. It certainly looked that way.

Last year’s procurement of wheat in MP has
increased more than tenfold over the last dec-
ade. Procurement this year is already up an-
other 25 per cent and it is thought that MP is

set to surpass even Punjab in wheat produc-
tion: 19 million tonnes is the amount predict-
ed — hence the urgency of building more
grain storage facilities. However, celebrations
of such agricultural success and preparations
for a continuing high may be short-lived.
Apart from the unsustainable excess of pesti-
cides, there is concern as to whether MP — or
indeed India as a whole — will be able to up-
hold such production over the coming years
or decades. The agricultural sector is the most
sensitive to climate change and
wheat is one of the vulnerable
crops. Although admittedly
there is little certainty to the pre-
dictions as a number of issues
make for a complex scenario,
many scientists are concerned
that climate change and our
warming planet will have the ef-
fect of lowering the production
of several food items, including
wheat. Where detailed research
on wheat has been done, lower
yields are the general
conclusion.

Midst the election-dominated
news of the last few weeks was a
disturbing announcement that did not seem
to get the attention it deserves. Admittedly it
does not make for sexy headlines but it is an
event that affects us all and should give every-
one pause for thought. It needs to be factored
into our government vision, our agricultural
policies, our development strategies, our en-
ergy production, actually into just about ev-
erything. Once the euphoria of victory
dissipates a little, let us hope that the recent
victors and new rulers of our country will
open their eyes and minds to the meaning of
this milestone the world just hit.

May 2014 ushered in a new era for India —
the electoral change is likely to generate huge
transformations. But we also entered a new
era in April. This was the first time — for at least
800,000, maybe even 15 million years (the
world was a bit of a different place then!) —
that the amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) in

our earth’s atmosphere remained over 400
parts per million (ppm) for a full month. CO2,
as I hope everyone now knows, is the chief
greenhouse gas that results from human ac-
tivities and is responsible for global warming
and climate change. We first hit this level on
May 9, 2013 but April 2014 was the first month
in human history that it remained above this
consistently. To give this some perspective:
pre-industrial levels of CO2 were around
280ppm. It is of course just a number but cli-

matologists agree that 400 is a
‘historic threshold’ and we have
‘entered a new danger zone’.

Why should this be headline
news? Because it will change the
world as we know it. The upper
safety limit was pegged at
350ppm. The last time the
earth’s CO2 was below this was
in the year 1987. In spite of all the
earth summits and internation-
al protocols, most countries
continue to rely on and burn fos-
sil fuels and the increase in
greenhouse gases continues to
accelerate. As one of the world’s
best known climatologists, Dr

James Hansen, says: “If humanity wishes to
preserve a planet similar to that on which civ-
ilisation developed and to which life on earth
is adapted, paleoclimate evidence and ongo-
ing climate change suggest that CO2 will need
to be reduced from (current levels) to at most
350 ppm.” When you read of melting glaciers
and disappearing arctic ice shelves, when
wheat harvests are no longer bumper but defi-
cient, remember these figures and know why.
We have already delayed too many decades:
the longer we postpone action to mitigate
this, the more expensive economically, ecolog-
ically and sociologically it will be. Will the new
push for development factor this in? My fears
are that it will not.

joanna van gruisen is a wildlife photographer,
conservationist and hotelier based near the Panna Tiger
Reserve in Madhya Pradesh

The number game
Before you rejoice, note the skewed equation of political will and greenhouse gases in India

Great expectations Could the celebrations of high agricultural yield in India, and the preparations for such
sustained growth over the next few years, be overhasty? reuters

A BUTTERFLY BREEZE FROM MP

joanna 
van gruisen

QIt is of course just 
a number but

climatologists agree
that 400ppm of CO2 is
a ‘historic threshold’
and we have ‘entered

a new danger zone’
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It was a car that with equal ease, could
bucket across a ploughed field with a
dozen swarthy farmhands (and animals)
on board and not turn a hair, and spill

the entire contents of her sump in the fore-
court of Rashtrapati Bhavan while dropping
off a Head of State. Every single one was cus-
tom built with its own collection of genetic
quirks and eccentricities. We had a string of
them: the earliest I remember was a dark blue
original, back in the early ’60s, MSW 438, (if I
remember rightly), that was by far mechani-
cally most sound. She took us up and down
from Madras to Ooty (as they were then) and
never even had a flat, let alone breathlessness
while tackling the hairpin bends. Her succes-
sors were a different breed.

The new, exciting Mark II! that replaced her
had a new! exciting! electric fuel pump, which
apart from tick-tick-ticking all the time like a
bomb about to explode pumped fuel nowhere
— and made us abort another motoring holi-
day — because even the big fancy TVS garage in
Madurai (where we were stranded) could not
get their heads around the problem. Another
old faithful would break her axle so regularly,
every three months, that we could predict the

week when this was due — and plan trips ac-
cordingly. Fan belts went with monotonous
regularity and I remember with a shudder, a
sizzling May afternoon on Delhi’s Ring Road,
when the fan belt shredded — and the brakes
went at the same time. You felt as if you were
stepping into a cowpat when you
pressed the brake pedal — and the
car just surged on inexorably, as
ahead, the steam rose and hissed
from her noble prow. The mechan-
ic’s eyes were like grapefruit when I
pulled into the garage and he saw
the muck spilling like lava out of the
hubcaps and the plume of steam
erupting from the bonnet. This
same beauty had a trick gearbox —
you could only change from second
to third if you knew the secret for-
mula, which was like knowing the combina-
tion numbers of a safe. No newcomer could
grind away in that car in anything other than
second gear. 

But my mother did something of that kind
— she stole an Ambassador — not even realis-
ing that she had. The regular car had gone for
repairs and a substitute Amby had been pro-

vided. After a shopping spree and vague about
the colour of the substitute, she unlocked the
first Ambassador that appeared familiar and
drove halfway across Bombay (as it was then
known) to her next stop. But then the stolen
car decided that enough was enough and re-

fused to start when she tried a
second time. “What kind of car is
this?” she fumed before the driv-
er landed up and told her, “But
memsahib that is not our car!”

New Ambassadors presented
a host of challenges to their driv-
ers. The gears would give you
blisters — you needed to karate
chop rather than change them —
in 10 minutes flat. You had to of
course, drop-kick the clutch. The
steering — like a ship’s wheel —

would give your shoulders and biceps a good
workout. One car was delivered with a distinct
list to starboard, which the dealer could not
see. (They or the manufacturers saw very little
indeed.) But yes, that's enough dissing; there
were plusses too.

This hulk produced only around 50 bhp,
but had enough torque and didn’t fuss if you
set off in third gear. Road surfaces were irrele-
vant, she went over everything. And yes, I
could back and park one with a speed and pre-
cision I can never manage with these new bul-
bous beauties. 

As for speed? Well, tell me, which car in the
world can give you all the thrills and chills of a
hysterical Ferrari at terminal velocity, while
doing just 80 kmph? The heat, the jarring, the
noise, the rattling, the smell of burning oil,
the sheer drama — it was all there — who need-
ed a shrieking Ferrari costing crores? And seri-
ously, few cars are so easy to climb into and
climb out of than the Amby. After sales service
and repairs were provided anywhere and any-
time in the country by an army of phantom lit-
tle boys in flapping shorts who miraculously
emerged the moment you put up the bonnet. 

And yes, the car had a soul: We were driving
home from dinner one night, back in the late
’80s in our last Amby and discussing (softly)
the acquisition of one of those newfangled
Marutis. The grey lady coasted to a gentle halt,
smoke emerging from under the dashboard. 

Right outside the Supreme Court premises,
she had attempted self-immolation.

ranjit lal is an author, naturalist and car enthusiast 

What kind of car is this?
It can give you the thrills of a Ferrari and it can empty its innards in a royal courtyard

Board and lodging The Ambassador
could fit in a family and a family’s family
sushanta patronobish

QYou felt you were
stepping into a

cowpat on pressing
the brake pedal
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tion of the nation’s resources. Its white opacity
and forbidding tinted windows suggested that
he had retained something of the unreachable
superiority of a royal. The Ambassador was the
mount of the mai-baap sarkar.

With a revolving red beacon atop, the Am-
bassador was a bully on the road. It symbolised
the State’s will to dominate the space where it
daily engages with its people in most visible
and dramatic ways, defying traffic signals and
cutting through crowds like a knife. It became
the overbearing State’s gesture to its people:
Get aside. The VIP bully subverted the primary
democratic site where the State enforces the
law and creates consensus out of chaos.

In the pre-liberalised Indian State, where
neither speed was a virtue nor acceleration a

desirable administrative manoeuvre, the Am-
bassador was a perfect symbol of bureaucracy.
The car was for the slow, deliberative babu for
whom being sleek, fast and efficient was rather
a mark of desperate inadequacy.

Though it was supposed to be an instrument
of mobility, a propeller for the nation’s govern-
ing class, the Ambassador was really at the
heart of the timeless stasis of pre-liberalised
India. It is the new economy that has truly put
India on wheels. 

After the advent of the Maruti, it continued
to be the vehicle of choice for the babu and the
neta but it was increasingly becoming a misfit
in a culture of speed ushered in by Manmohan
Singh, first as a finance minister and later as
the prime minister. The light and nimble Ma-

ruti signalled a power shift from the govern-
ment to the new middle class and the
burgeoning private enterprise. Now when Na-
rendra Modi promises a small government
and quick, unbridled expansion of the econo-
my, the lumbering Ambassador could hardly
have the right of way.

The narrative strands of the India story are
coming together in startling ways. The last liv-
ing relic from the Nehruvian age met its end
just days before the 50th death anniversary of
India’s first prime minister. And around the
same time, a new order came to power in Del-
hi. The death of the Ambassador truly marks
the passing of an era.

dharminder kumar is a freelance journalist in Delhi 
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